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Off-Line Signature Verification by Local
Granulometric Size Distributions

Robert Sabourin, Member, IEEE, Ginette Genest, and Françoise J. Prêteux

Abstract —A fundamental problem in the field of off-line signature verification is the lack of a signature representation based on
shape descriptors and pertinent features. The main difficulty lies in the local variability of the writing trace of the signature which is
closely related to the identity of human beings. In this paper, we propose a new formalism for signature representation based on
visual perception. A signature image consists of 512 ¥ 128 pixels and is centered on a grid of rectangular retinas which are excited
by local portions of the signature. Granulometric size distributions are used for the definition of local shape descriptors in an attempt
to characterize the amount of signal activity exciting each retina on the focus of the attention grid. Experimental evaluation of this
scheme is made using a signature database of 800 genuine signatures from 20 individuals. Two types of classifiers, a Nearest
Neighbor and a threshold classifier, show a total error rate below 0.02 percent and 1.0 percent, respectively, in the context of
random forgeries.

Index Terms —Off-line signature verification, feature extraction, shape analysis, mathematical morphology.

——————————  ✦  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION

N the field of pattern recognition, off-line signature veri-
fication is still an open problem [15], [24], [28]. Moreover,

the complete elimination of random forgeries, defined as
genuine signatures of other writers enrolled in the verifica-
tion system, is a prerequisite for real applications. A brief
analysis reveals that this is a very easy task for human be-
ings, especially because no attempt to imitate the target
signature is involved for this class of forgeries [25]. We
would like to know why this pattern recognition task is so
difficult to automate successfully.

During a period of more than 20 years of active research,
several approaches have been proposed and evaluated in
the context of random forgeries, like 2D transforms [22],
histograms of directional data [11], [12], [36] or curvature
[5], horizontal and vertical projections of the writing trace
of the signature [1], structural approaches [27], [31], local
measurements made on the writing trace of the signature
[21] and the position of feature points located on the skele-
ton of the signature [26]. The best experimental results have
been reported in [32] where a total error rate of one percent
has been obtained with our signature database and experi-
mental protocol. Despite the fact that experimental results
from other works are difficult to compare because no inter-
national database is available in this field due to the confi-
dentiality problems with this type of data, it should be pos-

sible to achieve a perfect recognition rate for real applica-
tions considering this class of (random) forgeries.

A survey of the most popular schemes in the literature
suggests that a new way of addressing the problem of sig-
nature verification be formulated in order to find a satis-
factory solution for eliminating random forgeries. One pos-
sibility consists of analyzing the intrinsic characteristics of
genuine signatures. Following Plamondon [24], a hand-
written signature is the result of a rapid movement. Hence,
the shape of the signature remains relatively the same over
time when the signature is written down on a pre-
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Fig. 1. Twenty skeletons of genuine signatures from four writers cen-
tered and superimposed in the image plane.
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established frame (context) like a bank check. This physical
constraint contributes to the relative time-invariance of the
signatures. Despite this temporal and spatial “stability,” a
fundamental problem in the field of off-line signature veri-
fication is the lack of a pertinent shape descriptor. The main
difficulty in the definition of pertinent features lies in the
local variability of the writing trace of the signature which
is closely related to the identity of the writer [13], [17]. As
an example, 20 skeletons of genuine signatures from four
writers have been centered and superposed in Fig. 1. We
can see that the global aspect and the overall orientation of
genuine signatures are relatively consistent for all writers,
but the local position of strokes varies greatly from one sig-
nature to the other. The question is, how can the local vari-
ability of the signature be taken into account in the defini-
tion of a shape descriptor for verification purposes?

Traditionally, there are two classes of shape descriptors:
information-preserving (IP) and information-nonpreserving
(INP) [16]. IP shape descriptors have the advantage of
keeping all the information from the original signature;
consequently, an inverse transformation exists and the
original shape can be recovered from the descriptor. As an
example, the 2D Hadamard transform, an IP descriptor, has
been used for signature verification [22]. By contrast, one
cannot recover the original shape from INP descriptors.
Some examples of INP shape descriptors include the direc-
tional probability density function [12], invariant moments,
polar sampling of the silhouette of the signature [27], [29]
and the envelope of the signature [23].

Although, if IP is a nice property for any shape descrip-
tor in pattern recognition, IP shape descriptors show the
worst performances in the context of signature verification.
Experts in the field of forensic science make use of local
“peculiarities” of handwriting for the authentication of sig-
natures [13], [17]. Moreover, the choice of features is made
dynamically according to the type of handwriting to be
analyzed [25]. Also, IP shape descriptors systematically
take into account the entire image in the process of feature
extraction and this does not coincide with the methodology
of the experts. Global and local approaches to the definition
of a shape descriptor tailored for the signature verification
problem can be related to IP and INP properties; global
shape descriptors are either IP or INP, while local shape
descriptors are normally classified as INP. The main diffi-
culty related to the local analysis of the signature is the
need to segment pertinent parts of the signature in an at-
tempt to make some local measurements of the shape. This
is a very difficult task [27], [31] and is the motivation for the
new approach presented here.

2 FORMAL MODEL FOR THE DEFINITION
OF SIGNATURE REPRESENTATION

We propose in this paper, a new formalism for the defini-
tion of a signature representation based on visual percep-
tion. As mentioned above, local approaches are better
suited for defining signature representations than global
ones. Based on the observations made earlier on the super-
position of genuine signatures (Fig. 1), the following as-
sumptions can be made with respect to defining a shape

descriptor tailored for the signature verification problem:

1) The overall orientation and the overall proportions of
genuine signatures written in a constrained 2D area are
relatively stable for each writer, and

2) The local variability of the writing trace of the signature is
an intrinsic characteristic of the identity of the writer and
should be taken into account as well. This phenomenon is
characterized by local displacements of strokes following
the principal axis of the signature.

From these assumptions, a certain invariance in rotation
and in scale results; hence, their explicit requirement is not
needed in the definition of a shape descriptor. Only a cor-
rection in translation remains necessary. Despite the fact
that only four writers have contributed to the examples
depicted in Fig. 1, Assumption 1 is in accordance with the
opinion of expert examiners in the field of forensic science
[13], [17], [25]. Finally, North American signatures are
“cursive” in nature; this could partially explain the fact that
their overall proportions are relatively stable over time.

The originality of the proposed approach is that local
measurements m(⋅) are not made on specific parts (primi-
tives) of the signature, but on specific areas around foci of
attention in the image plane. The identification and seg-
mentation of feature points or primitives on the writing
trace of the signature are performed by just assuming that
the foci of attention are specified arbitrarily in the image
space. This leads to a simplification of the training phase of
the verification system. The method proposed here for fea-
ture extraction is simple. A signature image of 512 3 128
pixels is centered on a grid of rectangular retinas which are
excited by local portions of the image (Fig. 2); each retina
has only a local perception of the entire scene (Fig. 3), and
the measurement m(⋅) made on the subset X of pixels re-
lated to a specific retina will reflect the local activity of the
signal.

Fig. 2. A signature image centered on a grid of rectangular retinas W of
32 3 16 pixels (without overlap).

Fig. 3. A rectangular retina W is shown with the field of points of atten-
tion uniformly distributed in the image space.
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The definition grid (i.e., the position and the number of
foci) together with the size of retinas have a great impact on
the performance of this approach and a prototyping phase
is necessary [see Section 5.1]. An important aspect for sig-
nature representation is that the consistent absence of signal
activity in specific areas of the image will be taken into ac-
count in an attempt to characterize the shape of the signa-
ture. This is achieved by Assumption 1 which stated that
the overall proportions of genuine signatures are relatively
stable. In other words, not only the signature itself but the
background also are considered in the definition of the
shape descriptor.

From Assumption 2, the local variability of the writing
trace of the signature could be taken into account easily by
adding a certain percentage of horizontal and/or vertical
overlap between neighboring retinas. As the visual obser-
vations made on examples depicted in Fig. 1 showed that in
general the displacement of strokes follows the principal
axis of the signature, this fact suggests that horizontal
overlap alone is enough.

The measurement m(⋅) applied to the set X of pixels re-
lated to a retina should be capable of detecting the pres-
ence, or absence, of any signal activity, and it should be
capable in some way of quantifying it. We now address the
specification of m(⋅). We think that m(⋅) should be capable of
describing the information contained in a binary image and
the manner in which it is distributed between the “fine”
and “coarse” details. The morphological operations of
opening and closing are useful for this task. The pattern
spectrum is an internal INP morphological shape descriptor
called the pecstrum [18]. The pecstrum is computed by
measuring the result of successive morphological openings
of the image, as the size of the structuring element in-
creases. The sequences of openings so obtained are called
granulometries [19], [35]. Serra has introduced the complete
pattern spectrum, including the negative part of the pec-
strum resulting from the sequence of closings of the object
under study and using the same family of increasing by
large structuring elements. Maragos has extended the pec-
strum to gray-level images [18]. A great deal of work re-
lated to the use of the pecstrum as a global shape descriptor
has been done; see for example [2], [3], [6], [34]. Dougherty
used the positive pattern spectrum evaluated in a square
area centered around each gray-level pixel to characterize
the image pixels for implementing some local segmentation
schemes [8], [9], [10]. The technique, which is related to the
evaluation of a pattern spectrum for each image pixel, was
called “local granulometric size distribution” in [9]. Our
objective is to extend this approach of local granulometric
size distributions to the definition of local shape descriptors
in an attempt to characterize the amount of signal activity
exciting each retina on the focus of the attention grid
(Figs. 2-3).

3 LOCAL GRANULOMETRIC SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS
AS A LOCAL SHAPE DESCRIPTOR

3.1 Basic Definitions of Morphological Operators
Mathematical morphology is a set theoretical approach for
the analysis of geometric structures. Erosion and dilation

are the basic morphological operators [35]. The eroded set of
X with respect to the structuring element B, denoted
byX B*

v , is defined as all points z EŒ  for which the
translates Bz are included in X:

X B z E B XZ*
v = Œ Ã:m r (1)

where Bv  denotes the symmetrical set of B with respect to
the origin of the plane E, and *  denotes the Minkowski
subtraction. The dilation of X with respect to B consists of all
points z EŒ  for which the translates Bz  hit X:

X B z E B XZ!
v = Œ « π: [m r (2)

where ! denotes the Minkowski addition. An erosion fol-
lowed by a dilation using the same structuring element (SE)
gives a new morphological operator called an opening of X
with respect to B, denoted by XB , and corresponds to the
union of all the translates BZ  of B that lie inside X :

X B B X B B XB z z*
ve j m r≈ = = Ã:U (3)

The closing of X with respect to the SE B, denoted by XB, is
the composition of a dilation followed by an erosion using
the same SE. Notice that opening and closing are dual op-
erators with respect to the complement operator:

X B B X XB c

B

c
≈ = = L

NM
O
QP

ve j e j* (4)

where Xc denotes the complement set of X. A sequence of
increasing by large openings of a set X with respect to the
family of SE rB defines a granulometry. For a formal defini-
tion of a granulometry see [19] and [35].

The pecstrum is the result of successive applications of
morphological operators on a set using an increasing by
large structuring element rB. Opening a signal with a
structuring element of size r can be viewed as removing
details smaller than rB from the signal. The digital version
of the pecstrum is defined as [2]:

p n
m X m X

m X
n k

nB n Ba f
c h e j

a f
a f

=
-

= -
+1

0 1 1, , , . . . , (5)

with

p n
n

k

a f =
=

Â 1
0

(6)

Each p(n) represents the fraction of the total area of X that is
rejected by the opening with the SE (n + 1)B provided that
the opening with nB has already been performed. The SE
used is the integer multiple (nB) of a basic prototype B. The
value n = k – 1 is the one for which a binary object disap-
pears after it has been opened with kB. In other words, a
single impulse at p(n) = 1 means that the binary object to-
tally disappears because of the SE (n + 1)B. The pecstrum is
translation and rotation invariant (considering the limit of a
square lattice), but it is not scale invariant. The latter property
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is not critical in our methodology because the granulome-
tries were evaluated on retinas in the image that were of the
same size, that is to say, the dimensions of the retinas are all
the same (Fig. 2) leading to a local normalization of the im-
age and the measurement.

The negative part of the pecstrum is obtained by meas-
uring the change in the area of the object when successive
closings are performed on it [2]:

p n
m X m X

m X
n k

nB n B

- =
- FH IK

=
-

a f
e j

a f
a f1

1, , . . . , (7)

Following Serra [35], successive closings of an object ap-
proximate its convex hull and the final result varies de-
pending on the shape of the SE used. The negative part of
the pattern spectrum relates to some normalized measure
of the size of the holes and cavities in the object. The first
components of both the positive and the negative pecstrum
contain information about the boundary roughness of the
object. The major drawback of the negative spectrum, from
a computational point of view, lies in the difficulty of prop-
erly determining the maximum value of n, e.g., the value k
[2], [6].

The pseudopecstrum ps was introduced by Anastas-
sopoulos in [2] as a solution to the computational problems
of the negative part of the pecstrum. The pseudopecstrum
ps of a binary object X is the ordinary positive pecstrum of
the complement Xc, relative to the minimum circle which
has its center in the center of gravity of X and contains X.
The values ps (n) are normalized using the original area of
the object X, and the shape of the SE is assumed to be cir-
cular. The process of evaluating ps terminates when the area
of Xc becomes zero. The information content of the pseu-
dopecstrum is not the same as that contained in the nega-
tive pecstrum. The pseudopecstrum contains information
about the cavities and holes in the object X, but also meas-
ures whether or not the object is similar to a circle. The
pseudopecstrum contains some misleading shape informa-
tion, especially in its first components which come from the
regions where the circumscribed circle touches the object X.
In summary, the pseudopecstrum yields the distribution of
the analyzed scene in shape and size; the corresponding
measurements depend on the SE.

3.2 Definition of a Local Signature Representation
Using the concept of shape descriptors tailored for the sig-
nature-verification problem based on visual perception
[Section 2], the amount of signal activity from a retina can
be characterized in different ways using morphological
operators. We formally define each retina as the set W of
pixels in the area covered by the retina located at a specific
point of attention in the image (Fig. 4). Let X be the set of
pixels belonging to the signal exciting the retina. As an ex-
ample, the set X shown in Fig. 4 is defined as the four
pieces of the signature in the field of view of a rectangular

retina W, with X X Wi
i

= Õ
=
m r

1

4

U . It is clear that X = [ when

no signal activates the retina. Finally, the set E represents
the augmented set W used in some experiments with the

purpose of eliminating some noise characterized by pixels
belonging to X and located in the neighborhood of the ex-
ternal border of set W. Here, no signal activity is present in
the surroundings of W , that is, in the area E W c«a f .

Fig. 4. Definition of W the set of pixels related to the local field of view
of a rectangular retina.

Many alternatives were tried in this work in an attempt
to define a measurement m(⋅) of the local activity of signal X
which activates a retina W. First, the positive pecstrum was
used as a transform Ψp(X) applied to the set X of signal
pixels included in W, with W = E and W E c« =a f [ . No
border effects are anticipated in this case, so it is not neces-
sary to increase the basic retina area. Second, the pseudopec-
strum Ψps(X

c) was applied to Xc (the complement of X with
respect to the domain defined by set E, with W = E). When
the SE used for the transformation Ψps(X

c) is one of the
segments in the set {, |, /, \}, then set E is a rectangular
area as depicted in Fig. 4 with W = E. When a circular SE is
used for the transformation Ψps(X

c), then E corresponds to
the circular area defined by the circumscribing circle to W
(Fig. 5b). In both cases, Ψps(·) is applied to X Ec Õ , what-
ever the choice of SE.

 (a) (b)

Fig. 5. Example of a set X
c
. (b) The complement of X in the circular

domain defined by set E (a).

Finally, the augmented pseudopecstrum Ψaps(X
c) is simply

the pseudopecstrum based on an SE in {, |, /, \} and ap-
plied to Xc, the domain defined by E, with X W EÕ Ã ,

W E c« πa f [  andX Ec Õ . In this case, a scale factor of
50 percent in the horizontal and vertical directions is used
in the definition of E when the augmented pseudopecstrum
is considered (Fig. 4). As an example, a set W related to a
rectangular area of 32 3 16 pixels gives the augmented set
E with a cardinality E = 64 323  pixels. In the case of a
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circular E, the increase in area is not necessary because the
shape of the SE and that of E are the same; no border effects
can occur in this case. The field of view of a retina is di-
rectly proportional to its size; this factor has a great impact
on the performance of the verification system. In Table 1,
the horizontal (h) and the vertical (v) length, in pixels, of a
retina permit the direct evaluation of W . The horizontal
and vertical dimensions of the signature images are 512 and
128 pixels, respectively; the number of retinas nr can be

evaluated from the product nh * nv, where nh and nv corre-
spond to the number of retinas in the horizontal and verti-
cal directions respectively. In Table 1, n hh = 512 / ,
n vv = 128 / , and W h v= 3 .

TABLE 1
BASIC DEFINITION OF RETINA W (IN PIXELS)

h 3 v nh nv nr n

16 3 16 32 8 256 768
16 3 32 32 4 128 384
32 3 16 16 8 128 384
32 3 32 16 4 64 192
64 3 32 8 4 32 96

The resulting signature representation ; i  is a feature

vector of dimension n equal to the product nr * LD, where
LD is the number of local shape descriptors evaluated from
a retina and nr the number of retinas applied to the entire
image. Here, the granulometric moments have been used as
local shape descriptors resulting from the evaluation of
measurements m(⋅) of a specific transformation Ψ(⋅) applied
to set E, where E E m EÆ ÆY Y( ) ( ( )) . For each retina, the
granulometric moments (LD = 3 in this case) are evaluated
for the positive pattern spectrum as:

the mean m =

◊
F
HG

I
KJ=

-

Â n p n

area X
n

k

a f
a f

0

1

(8)

the variance s

m
2

2

0

1

1
=

- ◊
F
HG

I
KJ

-
=

-

Â n p n

area X
n

k

b g a f

a fc h
(9)

the skewness a

m

s
=

- ◊
F
HG

I
KJ

◊
=

-

Â n p n

area X
n

k

b g a f

a fe j

3

0

1

3
(10)

of the distribution p(n), where area(X) is the area in pixels of
set X. Consequently, the dimension n of the feature space ℜn

is equal to 3 * nr as shown in Table 1. A value of n = 768 rep-
resents a very high feature space, which is normally intracta-
ble in the context of a standard pattern recognition problem.
The reason why a high dimension like this one has been used
for the signature verification problem, given that the number
of observations available for training is very low, is that a

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 6. A signature image (a) and the pecstrums Ψp(X) based on SE in
{|, , /, \} with E = W are depicted in (b) to (e).
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large number of retinas are not excited by the signal. Conse-
quently, a lot of elements in the feature vectors have a fixed
value. As an example, only 40 of the 128 retinas shown in
Fig. 2 were excited by parts of the signature.

3.3 Examples of Transformations Ψ(⋅)
Applied to Handwritten Signatures

Some examples of transformations Ψ(·) applied to a rectan-
gular retina W with h = 32 and v = 16 pixels and 50 percent
of overlap in the horizontal direction ( W = 64 163  pixels
[Fig. 6a]) are discussed in this section. No extended area
was used in this case; consequently E = W . The set X which
activates the retina W represents a horizontal covering of
the stroke in the entire area of W. The pecstrums Ψp(X),
based on SE from the set {|, , /, \}, (with E = W ), are
shown in Fig. 6b to Fig. 6e. In this case, the pattern spec-
trum related to the vertical SE characterizes the thickness of
the stroke (Fig. 6b). This is because no loops are present in
front of the retina area. The horizontal SE reveals the pres-
ence of curves in the area, and this is taken into account by
the spread of p(n) values over the entire spectrum (Fig. 6c).
Here, the strength of impulses p(n) located at the end of the
scale relate in a certain way to the horizontal regularity of
the stroke. The diagonal SE {/, \}, permits measurement of
the slope of short sections of the writing trace of the signa-
ture appearing in W. The presence of this type of stroke will
be represented by p(n) values located at the end of the
spectra. By contrast, the presence of a horizontal straight
line will result in a distribution like the one obtained with
the vertical SE; the impulses p(·) will then be located near
the origin of the spectra.

The pseudopecstrums Ψps(X
c) based on SE in {|, , /, \}

were evaluated on the same retina W as shown in Fig. 6a
with W = E; the results are depicted in Fig. 7. Transforma-
tions Ψ(·) are now applied to Xc; this permits indirect
measurement of the amount of signal activity based on
the background analysis. In this example, the stroke X
covered the entire horizontal part of the retina. This phe-
nomenon is reflected in spectra based on SE in {|, /, \} by
the absence of impulses p(n) located at the end of the scale
(Figs. 7a, 7c and 7d). Moreover, the spread of all three
spectra is very low; this is a good indication of the conti-
nuity of the writing trace of the signature. The shape of
the distributions also reveals some stroke irregularities;
for example, for the vertical SE, the presence of a long
horizontal straight line will give two impulses whose
strength and position in the spectrum depend on the ver-
tical position of the line in W. Following the study of the
pseudopecstrum based on the horizontal SE depicted in
Fig. 7b, the presence of a strength impulse p(n) at position
n = 64 gives some information about the partial covering
of the signal X in the vertical direction. In this instance,
the spread of the spectrum also reflects the irregularities
of the writing trace of the signature.

The pseudopecstrum Ψps(X
c) based on a circular SE was

applied to the same retina W depicted in Fig. 6a. The circu-
lar shape of the SE leads in some way to the evaluation of
the curvature of strokes which activate the retina. The set Xc

shown in Fig. 8a corresponds to the complement of signal X
in the circular domain E defined by the circumscribing cir-
cle to the border of retina W (Fig. 5). The first components
p(n) of the pseudopecstrum Ψps(X

c) (Fig. 8b) reflect both the
curvature of the writing trace of the signature and the
manner in which the signal X covered the area of the ret-
ina. The impulses located at the end of the scale of the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7. Pseudopecstrums Ψps(X
c
) based on SE in {|, , /, \} ((a) to (d))

have been evaluated on the same retina W shown in Fig. 6a with
W = E.
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pseudopecstrum are related to the measurement of parts of
set Xc located in ( )E W c« . For example, see the sets X B

c
12 ,

X B
c
14 , and X B

c
16  shown in Fig. 8a. Each type of transforma-

tion Ψ(·) and the definition of the field of retinas (e.g., the
number of foci of attention on the image and the dimension
h 3 v of each retina) will have a great impact on the per-
formance of the resulting shape descriptor. These parame-
ters will be analyzed in depth in Section 5.1.

4 EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL AND SIGNATURE
DATABASE DESCRIPTION

4.1 Description of the Signature Database
In the field of signature verification, no international data-
base is available due to the confidentiality of this type of
data. The proposed signature verification system was tested
using a signature database of 800 images consisting of 40
signatures written by 20 individuals. This signature data-
base was built at our laboratory and is used for the evalua-
tion of several signature representation and verification
schemes [11], [12], [20], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33].
The signatures were handwritten in a 3 3 12 cm rectangle,
using the same type of writing tool (a Pilot Fineliner with
flexible felt tip and black ink) and sheets of white paper.
Each writer had instructions to write three to four signa-
tures each day during a time frame of two weeks. All im-
ages were digitized with a vidicon camera and a frame
grabber set to a resolution of 200 dpi. Let R be the reference
database related to the first 20 signatures of each writer (R
= 400) and T be the test database which is related to the last
20 signatures of each writer with T = 400.

4.2 Definition of Individual
Classifiers and Related Datasets

Two types of classifier were used in this study: a Nearest
Neighbor (NN) classifier with vote and a minimum distance
classifier. The former allows the evaluation of the discrimi-
nant power of a shape factor (signature representation
R(γ)): This can be related to a lower limit of the total error
rate when all the available information is stored in memory.
The latter is a more realistic solution to the verification
problem, but requires the evaluation of a comparison
threshold t(i) for each writer enrolled in the verification
system. Both classifiers and training procedures are fully
described in [30] and [31]. Let χ be the set of all feature
vectors related to a specific representation R(γ), with χ =
800. The size of each feature vector ; ;i Œ  varies from
N = 96 to N = 768 (Table 1), following the definition of the
shape factor used for the implementation of each individual
classifier (Section 3).

We now define the sets required for evaluating the per-
formance of the classifiers assigned to each writer (i), i = 1,
..., 20. Let the set of genuine signatures S Rref

i i( ) ( )Ã  required

as reference signatures be retained for the minimum-
distance classifier with threshold t ( )i . The cardinality of this

comparison set will be S Nref
i

ref
( ) = . The comparison signa-

tures are chosen randomly in the reference set R i( )  with

R i( ) = 20 , and their number is varied within the

1 10£ £Nref  range. Let the learning set S Rlearn
i( ) Ã of cardi-

nality S Nlearn
i

learn
( ) =  be used for evaluating the threshold

t ( )i  for writer (i). The learning set Slearn
i( )  is defined by the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Pseudopecstrum Ψps(X
c
) based on a circular SE {•} (b) has been applied to the same retina W shown in Fig. 6a. Several openings of set

X
c
 are also depicted in (a).
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genuine signatures of writer (i) that were not chosen in Sref
i( )

(class w1 ), and by five signatures chosen randomly from all

sets R j( )  for other writers (j) with 1 20£ £ πj i j, ; that is,

5 ¥ 19 random forgeries related to class w 2. In the case of

the NN classifier, only the learning set Slearn
i( )  is required,

with Nlearn = 115 , that is, all 20 observations from class w1 ,
and the 95 observations from class w 2, have been taken into

account. The set S Tgen
i( ) Ã  is used for the evaluation of the

performance in generalization of each classifier, with

S Ngen
i

gen
( ) = . Set Sgen

i( )  is made up of 20 genuine signatures

from the test set T i( )  of writer (i) (class w1 ), and by five sig-

natures chosen randomly from all sets T j( )  of other writers
(j) with 1 20£ £ πj i j, ; that is to say, 5 3 19 random for-

geries related to class w 2; consequently, S Ngen
i

gen
( ) = = 115.

Thus, a statistical independence of sets Sgen
i( ) , Sref

i( ) , and Slearn
i( )  is

always guaranteed because the initial sets R  and T  satisfy
this property.

4.3 Definition of Integrated Classifier E(x)
Recall from Section 1, that the feature vectors have a high
dimension; the number of reference signatures already
available for training is normally very low (three to six in
practice); and the genuine signature shape is characterized
by high intra-class variability over time. As we know, the
design of a signature verification system based on a single
shape factor or a single shape representation is not a trivial
task [33]. One solution is to design a class of shape factor
and to build an integrated classifier permitting the coop-

eration of several classifiers. Combining classifiers is not
new in the field of pattern recognition and has been inves-
tigated by several authors working in the field of character
recognition [14], [37]. Several methods have been proposed
and evaluated, but the voting principle seems more appro-
priate for the signature verification problem because one
integrated classifier has to be designed for each writer [33].
In character recognition, the design of complex methods for
classifier cooperation is justified because only one inte-
grated classifier is required for the implementation of rec-
ognition systems. As an example, the implementation of
integrated classifiers based on the Bayesian or on Demp-
ster-Shafer theory leads to the proper weighting of individ-
ual classifiers and enhances the global reliability of the rec-
ognition system [37]. These approaches require a learning
procedure for each individual classifier, and a second
learning phase for implementing the combining stage of the
integrated classifier or for evaluating the performance in
generalization of individual classifiers. So, these ap-
proaches are intractable in the case of the signature verifi-
cation problem because the cardinality of the datasets
available for training is always small. Here, the K individ-
ual classifiers are all of the same type: NN or minimum dis-
tance classifiers based on a transformation Ψ(⋅) related to
the positive pecstrum, the pseudopecstrum or the aug-
mented pseudopecstrum using SE in the set {|, , /, \}. In
the case of integrated classifiers E(x) based on K = 4 indi-
vidual classifiers [33], a value of a = 0 75.  corresponds to
the simple majority rule and a value of a = 1 0.  states that a
decision made by an integrated classifier E(x) requires the
unanimity of all individual classifiers.

TABLE  2
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING THE POSITIVE PECSTRUM ΨP(X) (ONE ITERATION)

       h 3 v     Oh  Ov

{}
ε t (%)

{|}
ε t (%)

{/}
ε t (%)

{\}
ε t (%)

16 3 16    0%   0%
               0% 50%
             50%   0%
             50% 50%

1.19
1.30
3.33
3.32

1.04
3.32
0.59
2.77

1.68
0.94
0.48
1.19

2.64
2.47
1.37
1.46

16 3 32    0%   0%
               0% 50%
             50%   0%
             50% 50%

1.66
2.18
3.06
3.45

4.17
6.01
2.04
4.56

1.66
1.49
1.62
1.48

3.30
4.09
1.96
1.69

32 3 16    0%   0%
               0% 50%
             50%   0%
             50% 50%

3.66
3.32
5.47
4.63

0.72
2.18
0.39
2.51

1.02
1.79
0.49
1.52

1.50
1.90
1.34
1.74

32 3 32    0%   0%
               0% 50%
             50%   0%
             50% 50%

4.86
4.65
6.46
6.45

3.67
3.95
3.52
4.20

1.99
3.20
1.32
1.88

2.53
2.97
1.61
1.61

64 3 32    0%   0%
               0% 50%
             50%   0%
             50% 50%

9.96
8.81
7.73
7.67

4.45
4.32
5.14
4.53

3.63
3.19
2.08
3.13

3.34
2.91
2.43
2.51
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TABLE 3
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING THE PSEUDOPECSTRUM Ψp

S
(XC) (ONE ITERATION)

       h 3 v     Oh  Ov

{}
ε t (%)

{|}
ε t (%)

{/}
ε t (%)

{\}
ε t (%)

{•}
ε t (%)

16 3 16    0%   0%
               0% 50%
             50%   0%
             50% 50%

0.36
0.03
0.30
0.00

0.45
0.36
0.15
0.00

4.16
6.46
1.82
0.99

0.71
1.48
1.11
0.08

0.00
0.15
0.03
0.15

16 3 32    0%   0%
               0% 50%
             50%   0%
             50% 50%

0.48
0.18
0.15
0.18

0.68
0.76
0.08
0.13

4.25
1.07
2.91
0.23

1.71
0.63
0.34
0.15

0.00
0.00
0.18
0.00

32 3 16    0%   0%
               0% 50%
             50%   0%
             50% 50%

0.71
0.03
0.20
0.00

0.30
0.28
0.03
0.00

2.72
1.35
0.30
0.36

2.48
0.45
0.15
0.96

0.03
0.15
0.13
0.40

32 3 32    0%   0%
               0% 50%
             50%   0%
             50% 50%

0.30
0.20
0.11
0.00

0.46
0.33
0.00
0.15

4.44
1.14
0.84
0.59

1.40
0.38
1.02
0.20

0.18
0.05
0.33
0.20

64 3 32    0%   0%
               0% 50%
             50%   0%
             50% 50%

0.38
0.11
0.28
0.00

0.43
0.30
0.03
0.30

2.15
2.16
0.18
0.43

2.17
0.31
0.34
0.33

0.90
0.20
1.12
0.53

TABLE  4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING THE AUGMENTED PSEUDOPECSTRUM Ψap

S
(XC) (ONE ITERATION)

       h 3 v     Oh  Ov

{}
ε t (%)

{|}
ε t (%)

{/}
ε t (%)

{\}
ε t (%)

16 3 16    0%   0%
               0% 50%
             50%   0%
             50% 50%

0.13
0.15
0.00
0.00

0.03
0.13
0.00
0.13

2.31
0.68
0.81
0.20

0.33
1.07
1.47
0.00

16 3 32    0%   0%
               0% 50%
             50%   0%
             50% 50%

0.15
0.15
0.00
0.03

0.18
0.13
0.00
0.03

0.87
0.18
0.45
0.00

2.30
0.13
0.00
0.15

32 3 16    0%   0%
               0% 50%
             50%   0%
             50% 50%

0.13
0.15
0.00
0.03

0.03
0.25
0.00
0.00

1.16
0.63
0.00
0.13

1.80
0.13
0.00
0.13

32 3 32    0%   0%
               0% 50%
             50%   0%
             50% 50%

0.13
0.13
0.00
0.05

0.13
0.00
0.00
0.13

1.17
0.03
0.23
0.20

0.48
0.41
0.66
0.13

64 3 32    0%   0%
               0% 50%
             50%   0%
             50% 50%

0.15
0.15
1.45
0.30

0.13
0.51
0.08
0.33

1.70
0.91
0.33
0.51

1.49
0.36
0.41
0.56
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5 EXPERIMENTATION

5.1 Prototyping Phase
All representations R(γ) that were defined in Section 3 were
evaluated using an NN classifier with vote. For each classifier
tailored for a representation R(γ), the performance of the
verification system is reported in terms of Type I (e1 , false
rejection of genuine signatures) and Type II (e 2 , false ac-
ceptance of random forgeries) error rates evaluated for the
20 writers. The average total error rate e t  of a verification
system is expressed in terms of Type I and Type II error
rates, as e e et = +( ) /1 2 2 . In this experiment, the compari-
son of several strategies was made on the basis of e t  values.

The positive pattern spectrums Ψp(X) based on an SE in
{|, , /, \} was evaluated first using several definitions of
retinas W (Table 1) and of percentages of overlap Oh and Ov
between retinas. Table 2 shows that better results were ob-
tained with rectangular windows whose longest side is the
horizontal one; as an example, see the results obtained with
W = 32 163  and 50 percent of overlap Oh. In the second
set of experiments, the pseudopecstrum Ψps(X

c) based on
an SE in {|, , /, \, •} was used with the same set of retinas
as above. The general trend in the data shows a substantial
decrease in the average error rate for all types of retinas,
except for the smaller ones (Table 3). This phenomenon tells
us that, for the class of signals X under study, the strokes

TABLE  5
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING THE AUGMENTED PSEUDOPECSTRUM Ψap

S
(XC) AND THE NN CLASSIFIER (25 ITERATIONS)

SE
ε
σ
1(%)

( )(%)±
ε
σ
2(%)

( )(%)±
ε
σ
t (%)

( )(%)±
{} 0.00 (0.00) 0.04 (0.04) 0.02 (0.02)
{|} 0.00 (0.00) 0.04 (0.05) 0.02 (0.02)
{/} 0.00 (0.00) 0.04 (0.04) 0.02 (0.02)
{\} 0.00 (0.00) 0.03 (0.04) 0.02 (0.02)
{•} 0.20 (0.14) 0.15 (0.09) 0.18 (0.08)

TABLE 6
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING THE AUGMENTED PSEUDOPECSTRUM Ψap

S
(XC) AND THE MINIMUM DISTANCE CLASSIFIER

(25 ITERATIONS) WITH Nref = 6

SE
ε
σ
1(%)

( )(%)±
ε
σ
2(%)

( )(%)±
ε
σ
t (%)

( )(%)±
{} 1.55 (0.55) 0.15 (0.15) 0.85 (0.26)
{|} 2.67 (0.75) 0.48 (0.19) 1.58 (0.37)
{/} 3.01 (0.68) 0.32 (0.20) 1.66 (0.35)
{\} 2.07 (0.83) 0.31 (0.19) 1.19 (0.42)

TABLE  7
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING THE AUGMENTED PSEUDOPECSTRUM Ψap

S
(XC) WITH STRUCTURING ELEMENTS {, |, /, \}

(25 ITERATIONS) AND THE NN-BASED INTEGRATED CLASSIFIER

decision
threshold

ε
σ
1(%)

( )(%)±
ε
σ
2(%)

( )(%)±
ε
σ
t (%)

( )(%)±
R1(%)

( )(%)±σ
R2(%)

( )(%)±σ
Rt (%)

( )(%)±σ
α = 0 75. 0.00

(0.00)
0.02

(0.03)
0.01

(0.01)
0.00

(0.00)
0.02

(0.03)
0.01

(0.01)
α = 10. 0.00

(0.00)
0.00

(0.01)
0.00

(0.01)
0.00

(0.00)
0.09

(0.08)
0.05

(0.04)

TABLE  8
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING THE AUGMENTED PSEUDOPECSTRUM Ψap

S
(XC) WITH STRUCTURING ELEMENTS {, |, /, \}

(25 ITERATIONS) AND THE MINIMUM-DISTANCE-BASED INTEGRETED CLASSIFIER WITH Nref = 6

decision
threshold

ε
σ
1(%)

( )(%)±
ε
σ
2(%)

( )(%)±
ε
σ
t (%)

( )(%)±
R1(%)

( )(%)±σ
R2(%)

( )(%)±σ
Rt (%)

( )(%)±σ
α = 0 75. 1.64

(0.70)
0.1

(0.11)
0.87

(0.33)
1.01

(0.47)
0.22

(0.13)
0.62

(0.25)
α = 10. 0.52

(0.44)
0.02

(0.06)
0.27

(0.22)
3.97

(0.95)
0.79

(0.26)
2.38

(0.49)
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can be characterized more efficiently by measurements
made on the background in the field of view of the retina
W. This confirms that only small amounts of information
are conveyed by the positive pattern spectrum, because the
measurements are made inside the writing trace of the sig-
nature. Following these experiments, the augmented pseu-
dopecstrums Ψaps(X

c) based on SE in {|,  / , \} were used
in an attempt to evaluate the influence of border effects
produced by pixels in X located in the neighborhood of the
external border of W. Again, the performance of the major-
ity of schemes is better than the approaches listed in Ta-
ble 4. Based on these experimental results, a rectangular
retina W of 32 3 16 pixels with Oh = 50 percent of overlap
was retained for the final implementation of a signature
verification system, because a perfect recognition rate has
been achieved for each SE.

5.2 Evaluation of the Performance
of Individual Classifiers

The above experiments using the augmented pseudopec-
strums Ψaps(X

c) based on SE in {|, , /, \} and the one us-

ing the pseudopecstrum Ψps(X
c) based on circular SE {•}

were repeated 25 times for each signature verification sys-
tem; the observations of class w 2, the subsets of Slearn

i( )  and

Sgen
i( ) , were regenerated randomly each time, following our

standard protocol [30], [31], [32], [33]. Randomly redefining
the datasets at each iteration in some way permits meas-
urement of the variability of handwriting from one experi-
ment to an other. In the case of the minimum distance classi-
fier, the effect on the global performance of the choice and
number of reference signatures (class w1 ) (Section 4.2) in

the definition of sets Sref
i( )  was also taken into account. The

average performances e t  of the signature verification sys-
tems, resulting from the performances on 25 iterations of
representations R(γ), and used for both types of classifiers,
are depicted in Tables 5 and 6. At first glance, it is clear that
the verification systems built around NN classifiers outper-
form those based on minimum distance classifiers for all rep-
resentations R(γ) under study. As an example, e t  varies in
the range of values (0.02 percent - 0.18 percent) for the NN
classifier Table 5 and in the range of values (0.85 percent -
1.66 percent) for the minimum distance classifier using
Nref = 6 reference signatures Table 6. The experimental
results shown in Fig. 9 illustrate the effect of the number of
reference signatures for each minimum-distance classifier
evaluated in this experiment, for 1 10£ £Nref . We see that

the performance obtained for each structuring element is
almost the same for Nref ≥ 4  reference signatures. We re-

tain the value of Nref = 6 to be able to compare the per-
formance of the proposed approach with other works, us-
ing the same experimental protocol and the same datasets
[28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33].

One last comment about the circular SE {•}: It was decided
that transformations Ψps(X

c) based on this SE be discarded
because the performance obtained with the NN classifier is not
as good than the performance obtained with SE in {|, , /, \},
and because the evaluation of the pseudopecstrums on big

retinas is too time-consuming. A factor of 10 in computer
time has be observed on average for the circular SE {•}
compared to the worst case related to the horizontal SE
{}.

5.3 Evaluation of Integrated Classifier Performance
In practice, the choice of the best representation R(γ) for the
implementation of a signature verification system is a very
difficult task because the amount of data available is always
very small, especially in the case of reference signatures
related to class w1 . For this reason, the design of integrated
classifiers E(x) based on a large number of individual classi-
fiers (or signature representations R(γ)) could be a nice so-
lution to the problem of overcoming the need for feature
selection [33].

Experimental results obtained using the simple majority
rule ( . )a = 0 75  and the unanimity rule ( . )a = 1 0 were ob-
tained for both types of integrated classifiers E(x) discussed
in Section 4.3. In both cases, the integrated classifiers E(x)
are based on four individual classifiers of the same type,
either the NN or the minimum distance classifier. From a
practical point of view, this architecture can be imple-
mented easily on a parallel machine, e.g., one processor per
classifier. In that case, the total processing time will be re-
duced to that of the slowest classifier. Moreover, consider-
ing that each representation R(γ) used the same retina defi-

nition of 32 3 16 pixels with Oh = 50 percent overlap
( )W = 64 163 pixels , several retinas could be analyzed
simultaneously if a multi-processor machine were avail-
able. The results obtained with the NN-based integrated
classifier are encouraging, considering the very low rejec-
tion rate observed when the unanimity rule is used Table 7,
which shows an e t @ 0 percent  for a mean rejection rate of
Rt = 0 05.  percent . The price to pay in this case is the large
amount of data

Slearn
i( ) = 115 reference signaturese j

Fig. 9. Evaluation of verification systems based on minimum distance
classifiers with 1 10£ £N

ref
.
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kept in memory for each writer (i). It is normal to observe a
worst performance using the minimum-distance-based in-
tegrated classifier (Table 8). But the results shown in Table 8
are the best experimental results already published using
this experimental protocol and this database with
e t = 0 87.  percent  and Rt = 0 62. percent  using the simple
majority rule ( . )a = 0 75 . This result is as good as the one
obtained with the best individual classifier based on the SE
{} Table 6. In the case of integrated classifiers E(x) using
the unanimity rule, the experimental results are quite good
considering that the rejection rate is below 5 percent [12],
that is, e t = 0 27.  percent  and Rt = 2 38.  percent .

6 CONCLUSION

A new approach based on visual perception has been pro-
posed in an attempt to define a shape factor tailored for the
signature-verification problem in the context of random
forgeries. Focusing the attention on fixed regions in the 2D
space and restricting the field of view of the retinas leads to
a representation of the signature based on a local analysis
of the scene without the need to segment the writing trace
of the signature into primitives. Moreover, evaluating the
amount of signal activity using morphological operators
applied to the background area, i.e., to Xc, in some way
permits measurement of the natural local variations of the
writing trace of the signature which is closely related to the
identity of the writer. Despite the fact that the approach
shown in this paper seems very promising, it should be
validated on a large signature database where several types
of signatures can be taken into account (North American,
European, Arabic, Chinese, etc).

Further work is needed to find a mechanism capable of in-
corporate other measurements that depend on the complex-
ity of the image under study. A dynamic definition of the
position and size of the retinas based on the context of the
scene is of interest. The cooperation of several classifiers will
be extended towards a local cooperation of morphological
operators acting on a retina. This will shift the data fusion
from the decision level towards the feature extraction level.
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